Prescribing for pregnant or lactating women causes concern among both doctors and their patients. Previous insecurities have been heightened by recent litigation over fetal malformations and the maternal consumption of anti-emetics in the first trimester. The appearance of this second volume on the subject of prescribing in pregnancy is, therefore, timely for there is no better way of allaying fears than access to up-to-date, authoritative information.

The current volume is complementary to the first but addresses topics where therapeutic approaches have changed, e.g. the treatment of hypertension in pregnancy, and attempts to indicate the balance of benefit and risk – to both mother and her baby. In their context the two chapters on adverse effects of drugs in pregnancy are invaluable and reassuring. Obstetricians will value chapter 4 on prescribing for labour and chapter 5 on the management of pre-term labour, whereas that on drugs and breast feeding will be of value to a much wider audience. The remaining chapters are on specialised topics including thyroid disease, diabetes, renal disease, gastrointestinal disease, anticoagulant and anticonvulsant therapy plus psychiatric disorders in pregnancy and the puerperium.

The editors are to be congratulated upon producing a book which will appeal to both specialists and general practitioners and at a modest cost.

Professor C.F. George
Department of Clinical Pharmacology,
University of Southampton,
Bassett Crescent East,
Southampton SO9 3TU.


The ECG in Practice is a clinically orientated book written as a companion to its predecessor The ECG Made Easy. The book stresses the importance of interpreting ECG abnormalities in light of the clinical condition. Chapters include key changes in patients presenting with palpitations, chest pain, breathlessness or metabolic abnormalities. Finally an easy-to-read section discusses the electrophysiological basis of abnormal electrocardiograms. The text is clear and concise and the figures are well chosen. There are only a few criticisms. The differentiation of supraventricular tachycardia with aberration from ventricular tachycardia is a common diagnostic problem. Perhaps a more comprehensive guide to separate these arrhythmias could have been included. The management of cardiopulmonary resuscitation appears to reflect the author’s opinion rather than that proposed by current literature. Many may disagree that it is justified to continue exercise ECG testing on the presence of diagnostic ECG changes if the patient’s symptoms are not severe. The example of VF (page 131) illustrates what may happen if this advice is followed! This is an otherwise excellent practical guide to ECG interpretation which should be necessary reading for junior hospital doctors and nurses involved in coronary care management.

D.P. Lipkin
Cardiovascular Unit,
Royal Postgraduate Medical School,
London W120HS.


This beautifully presented text is the definitive publication of Lindow Man, the body found in 1984 in a Cheshire bog. Seldom, if ever, has an ancient body been subjected to such detailed investigation by such a wide range of forensic scientific techniques. The way in which the minutiae of the detailed research and investigations performed is described makes the text fascinating reading. Being the only surviving bog burial from England, Lindow Man not only is unique but he has provided extensive computerised and other data to be studied. In addition, the detailed information of other bog burials in Britain are listed. The large number of contributors to this fascinating text are only the tip of the iceberg of those involved in the discovering, recording and researching of Lindow Man. With some 50 black and white illustrations and 19 tables and line drawings, this extremely readable book contains all problems, techniques, research and advice necessary for any one interested in a future ‘dig’. The authors have to be congratulated on being able to condense into one volume all the information learnt, without loss or detriment to this remarkable discovery which has prompted such enormous public interest apart from its great archaeological excitement. For all, however remotely connected with archaeology, pathology or forensic science this volume is a must. This expertly compiled and beautifully produced volume is an excellent erudite scientific ‘who dunnit’ – well worth £15.00.

J.M. Cameron
Department of Forensic Medicine,
The London Hospital Medical College,
London E1 2AD.


This well established surgical atlas is now in its fourth edition, the third having appeared in 1976. The authorship has been considerably widened to include a number of contributions from North America. The editor’s aim is to cover comprehensively all the surgical procedures carried out in this field and on the whole this has been achieved although the omission of a chapter on palliative oesophageal intubation is perhaps unwise.

It is interesting to see which procedures have been excluded – guillotine tonsillectomy has at last disappeared from this edition and mediastinoscopy is no longer described.
Additional chapters which show the increasing scope of the otolaryngologist's repertoire include those on the craniofacial approach for removal of ethmoid tumours and approaches for resection of tumours of the infratemporal fossa. The important chapter on cosmetic rhinoplasty has been extensively recast and the carefully drawn illustrations are much easier to follow than in previous editions. It is depressing to note that no fundamental new procedures have been introduced to deal with chronic sinus disease which is still common although the absence of a separate chapter on obliteration of the frontal sinus, present in previous editions, is an indication that some progress has been made.

The quality of the line drawings is excellent and thorough study failed to show any major error. At £75, this book should be on the shelves of all institutions where any of these procedures are carried out.

A.C. John
ENT Department,
St Helier Hospital,
Carshalton,
Surrey SM5 1AA.


*Systemic Pathology* under the general editorship of Professor W. St. C. Symmers has now reached the third edition. In the past I have avoided buying large comprehensive texts which were exemplified by the first two editions. Too often such large text books are curates' eggs and in these cost conscious days I prefer monographs. Churchill Livingstone have disarmed my prejudice by issuing this edition as a series of independent monographs though each volume remains part of a balanced presentation of the whole content of pathology.

Now that we can pick and choose what to buy and what to leave on the bookseller's shelf, I unreservedly recommend to you the first volume on Nose, Throat and Ear pathology edited by I. Friedmann with contributioins by M. Bennett and J. Pits. It is a succinct but well illustrated account of E.N.T. pathology which is suited particularly to trainee and consultant surgeons. It is an excellent primer for those training in histopathology but those studying for the Final MRCPath will also need to buttress it with the other specialised monographs in this field by Professor Friedmann and that on the larynx by Professor Michaels. Professor Friedmann has a good eye for making teaching points with microphotographs and electron micrographs. Churchill Livingstone have indulged him and the photographs, crisp and of generous proportions, are a noteworthy feature. The whole standard of production is a credit to the publishers.

Prejudice disarmed, I look forward to further volumes in this series.

Professor G. Slavin
Department of Histopathology,
St Bartholomew's Hospital,
London EC1A 7BE.
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